Edmonton, August 18, 2022.
Lacombe County
Att. Cajun Paradis, Senior Planner
RR 3
Lacombe, Alberta
T4L 2N3
Mss. Paradis,
Please find herein the report following a Public Meeting held on February 3, 2022 that was conduct in
order to change the usage of a residence located at 1328 Township Road 392 (West half of the South
West Quarter Section at Range 1, Township 39, Section 16 West of the 5th meridian). The request was
filed on November 18, 2021 to the Development Authorities of Lacombe County.
The request stated that the proposed usage would require a special discretionary use found under
“TREATMENT CENTRE” within the Land Use Bylaw no. 1238/17 which states that “TREATMENT
CENTRE” means a centre for the treatment of persons with addiction, such as but not limited to drugs
or alcohol, which may include the provision of services including psychotherapy, detoxification, and
the dispensing of medication. This includes providing overnight or short-term accommodation to
residents but does not include a detention or correction centre.
The property has been acquired by a corporation named “Genics Inc.” in order to transform the house
into a women’s recovery centre for Adeara (www.adeara.ca).
The proposed property will be used as a recovery residence for a maximum of 12 women journeying
through a 90-day structured accredited Adeara program, in which the women receive individual
counselling, as well as supportive and educational classes that will equip and empower them to live in
recovery. Group therapy and community support will also be integrated into the program. Residents
willingly choose to remain within the expansive property and will be accompanied by live-in staff
24/7. Considering the nature of the Adeara program, which is acceptance upon application and
interview only, the usage of the house is very similar to regular residential use.
There will be 6 bedrooms in total with 2 women sharing each room for a maximum of 12 clients.
These residents will be served by onsite counsellors, support workers, live-in facility staff, and
commuting contracted staff including therapists. The house will not accept visitors outside of the
weekly visiting hours for approved family members. Activities outside of the house will always be
made in group with staff accompaniment in an Adeara vehicle and only once or twice a week,
including going to church on Sunday morning. Traffic will be minimal and similar to regular residential
usage.
Following our request, a Public Meeting was held on the premises on February 3, 2022, following the
publication of two ads (week of January 10 and week of January 24, 2022, in the Sylvan Lake
Newspaper as well as in the County News). Over 120 people attended the meeting.
10043 81 Avenue NW, Edmonton, Alberta, T6E 1W7
P : 780.916.0347
E : im@workonthat.com

The enclosed report contains all the written interventions. Comments were gathered via email, phone
and through an online survey that was open for comments up to February 10, 2022.
Many questions were answered onsite and through emails and phone calls. We understand that
amongst the neighbouring community, there are feelings of concern and confusion about the
requested change of use. It is our hope that we can address these fears and build trust with this
community through greater transparency about the safety of Adeara’s recovery program model, the
residential-like use of the property, future plans for the property, and other associated concerns
surrounding detoxification and local support for the residents.
This is why, in order to answer some of these concerns, we are proposing Council adopt a specific
definition for the Lakeside Recovery Centre which will remove the possibility to have any
detoxification activities within the premises.
We are proposing to remove from the “Treatment Centre” definition the option for detoxification,
which can be done by adding a specific “Recovery Centre” usage as a discretionary use on W½ Pt. SW16-39-01-W5M, with this new definition:
“RECOVERY CENTRE” means a centre for the treatment of persons with addiction, such as but
not limited to drugs or alcohol, which may include the provision of services including
psychotherapy and the dispensing of medication, but does not include detoxification. This
includes providing overnight or short-term accommodation to residents but does not include a
detention or correction centre.
If our request is approved by Council, we would then proceed through the Development Permit
Application process, with the goal of having approvals in place to proceed with minor renovations
needed to the house to host up to 12 women starting in 2023.
Regards,

Benoit Trudeau, B. Sc. URB
Planning & Development
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Report resulting from the Developer Public Meeting and
following consultation for the Lakeside Recovery Centre carried
out between February 3 to February 10, 2022.

Benoit Trudeau, B. Sc. URB
Work On That Inc.
10043 81 Avenue NW, Edmonton, Alberta, T6E 1W7
P: 780.916.0347
E: im@workonthat.com
August 9, 2022
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Executive Summary
A request to change the usage of a residence located at 1328 Township Road 392 (West
half of the South West Quarter Section at Range 1, Township 39, Section 16 West of the
5th meridian) was filed on November 18, 2021 to the Development Authorities of
Lacombe County.
The request stated that the proposed usage would require a special discretionary use
found under “TREATMENT CENTRE” within the Land Use Bylaw no. 1238/17 which states
that “TREATMENT CENTRE” means a centre for the treatment of persons with addiction,
such as but not limited to drugs or alcohol, which may include the provision of services
including psychotherapy, detoxification, and the dispensing of medication. This includes
providing overnight or short-term accommodation to residents but does not include a
detention or correction centre.
The property has been acquired by a corporation named “Genics Inc.” in order to
transform the house into a women’s recovery centre for Adeara (www.adeara.ca).
Adeara’s current program is one of few accredited recovery centres in Canada where
mothers with young children in their care can find long-term addiction recovery
programming. As Adeara does not include a detoxification program, women are required
to have undergone detoxification prior to entering the program and be sober for at least 7
days. The Edmonton program is a one-year program with opportunity to transition into
aftercare post-exit. Formerly called the Edmonton Dream Centre, Adeara has been in
existence since 1998 with more than 650 women served.
The proposed property will be used as a recovery residence for a maximum of 12 women
journeying through a 90-day structured accredited Adeara program, in which the women
receive individual counselling, as well as supportive and educational classes that will equip
and empower them to live in recovery. Group therapy and community support will also be
integrated into the program. Residents willingly choose to remain within the expansive
property and will be accompanied by live-in staff 24/7. Considering the nature of the
Adeara program, which is acceptance upon application and interview only, the usage of
the house is very similar to regular residential use.
There will be 6 bedrooms in total with 2 women sharing each room for a maximum of 12
clients. These residents will be served by onsite counsellors, support workers, live-in
facility staff, and commuting contracted staff including therapists. The house will not
accept visitors outside of the weekly visiting hours for approved family members.
Activities outside of the house will always be made in group with staff accompaniment in
an Adeara vehicle and only once or twice a week, including going to church on Sunday
morning. Traffic will be minimal and similar to regular residential usage.
Following our request, Council accepted the presentation of the Land Use Bylaw
amendment and development concept for the Adeara Recovery Centre for information on
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December 16, 2021. This allowed us to proceed with the next step of hosting a Public
Meeting.
A Public Meeting was then held on the premises on February 3, 2022, following the
publication of two ads (week of January 10 and week of January 24, 2022, in the Sylvan
Lake Newspaper as well as in the County News). Over 120 people attended the meeting.
The public reaction was very emotional and intense conversations were held over the
phone as well as in person during the meeting.
This report contains all the written interventions. Comments were gathered via email,
phone and through an online survey that was open for comments up to February 10,
2022.
Many questions were answered onsite and through emails and phone calls. We
understand that amongst the neighbouring community, there are feelings of concern and
confusion about the requested change of use. It is our hope that we can address these
fears and build trust with this community through greater transparency about the safety
of Adeara’s recovery program model, the residential-like use of the property, future plans
for the property, and other associated concerns surrounding detoxification and local
support for the residents.
This is why, in order to answer some of these concerns, we are proposing Council adopt a
specific definition for the Lakeside Recovery Centre which will remove the possibility to
have any detoxification activities within the premises.
We are proposing to remove from the “treatment centre” definition the option for
detoxification, which can be done by adding a specific “recovery centre” usage as a
discretionary use on W½ Pt. SW-16-39-01-W5M, with this new definition:
“RECOVERY CENTRE” means a centre for the treatment of persons with addiction,
such as but not limited to drugs or alcohol, which may include the provision of
services including psychotherapy and the dispensing of medication, but does not
include detoxification. This includes providing overnight or short-term
accommodation to residents but does not include a detention or correction centre.
In light of the public meeting process, we believe that the proposed use should be granted
and that a majority of stakeholders are either in favour or indifferent to the project.
If our request is approved by Council, we would then proceed through the Development
Permit Application process, with the goal of having approvals in place to proceed with
minor renovations needed to the house to host up to 12 women starting in 2023.
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Background & Scope
The Client
The client, Adeara Recovery Centre, is an Alberta-based accredited addiction recovery
centre for women and their children. Adeara provides long-term, research-based
programming to women in need in a residential setting. Its mission is to walk with women
through every step of their recovery journey—from addiction, to sobriety, to transition
back into the community.
At its Edmonton location, Adeara is proud to be one of few addiction recovery centres in
Canada that accepts women with their young children. This allows women looking for help
the opportunity to get long-term care while still being able to be connected to their
children. Few centres in Canada have the capacity to shelter both women and their
children while the mother receives care. Even fewer of these centres are accredited, longterm, and residential. This program is one of the lengthiest in Canada and provides
women with the time they need to form a new start.
At the centre of Adeara’s programming is faith-based practice. The organization firmly
believes in the spiritual, transformative power of the biblical Christ. While residents are
not required to hold or adopt the Christian faith, staff and programming seek to illustrate
God’s redemptive power which provides hope, healing, and restoration to every single life
as they are now.

Addiction Program Overview
Adeara provides in-depth, accredited addiction programming which is based on research
and designed to treat the whole person: biologically, psychologically, socially, and
spiritually. This unique model, which is customized to each individual, provides
compassionate trauma-informed care over a one-year period. However, due to the length
of the program and residential setting, Adeara’s wait list is long as beds open infrequently.
A new accredited 90-day program would serve a broader range of needs for women in
addiction, and it is this program that would be offered at Lakeside Recovery Centre if
approval is obtained from the County to do so. Adeara’s program includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential living within the centre
Safe and secure residence with 24/7 support
Daily addiction recovery programming
Group and individual trauma-informed therapy
Fitness programming
Spiritual development through Christian programming
Assisted transition to independent living
Aftercare program opportunities
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Adeara’s Rounded Approach
Biological
Balanced nutrition, exercise and structured relaxation are all vital to recovery. Days at the
Centre are structured for learning, exercise, and recovery. Through Adeara’s
programming, residents learn essential skills such as planning healthy meals for
themselves and their children.
Psychological
In many cases, addictive use is a learned coping strategy to address stress or pain, and
inadvertently creates a cycle based on the belief that life is impossible to handle without
addictive use. Honesty and accountability through professional counselling provided at
Adeara are essential to identify these destructive thought processes and their impacts.
Social
The addictive cycle harms relationships, increases isolation, and causes the individual to
view others and themselves as objects. Unfortunately, the addictive use of a parent or
guardian can pre-dispose their children to following in their footsteps. At Adeara, the
priority is to break the cycle and see families and healthy relationships restored.
Spiritual
The women who come through Adeara’s doors often carry a heavy load of shame, trauma,
mental illness, and a seemingly endless path of hurdles. Through staff and programming,
Adeara offers a window to God who offers love, compassion, dignity, hope, healing, and
restoration. Adeara hopes to see women find freedom and new life in God’s love.

Plans for Lakeside Recovery Centre
The program at the Lakeside Recovery Centre will be different in length with a ninety (90)
days intensive treatment for 12 women in 6 bedrooms and no children. Many women in
addiction are not ready or able to commit to a long-term program. Providing a short-term
option with the same level of care, support and programming is essential. Additionally,
finding temporary care for children during this short timeframe is more manageable than
in a long-term program. Finally, a shorter-term program increases the intensity of the
recovery work, which is a benefit in this setting.
The Lakeside Recovery Centre will not be a detox centre, drop-in centre nor crisis
management facility. Women will be accepted into the program after completing an
application and interview approval process. Lakeside Recovery Program will be structured
in such a way that the women will always be together. During a regular week, the traffic
impact will be minimal, as programming will largely take place within the property. Once
or twice per week, the residents may leave the property as a group accompanied by staff
for specific appointments and church.
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Staff will be onsite 24/7. Residents will be served by onsite counsellors, support workers,
live-in facility staff, and commuting contracted staff including therapists. There will be two
therapists who will live off-property and will come daily to the residence. Beside this, we
expect approved family members to visit weekly on Sunday afternoon from 12:00PM to
4:00PM.

The Property
The Property is located at 1328 Township Road 392, Lacombe County, at the junction of
Lacombe County, Red Deer County, and the Summer Village of Birchcliff.

The property has 80 acres partially treed, with 35 acres of hay fields and 1 oilwell site,
located along Range Road 1-4.
The quarter section has been property of the Ranaghan family for decades. At the death
of her father in the late 1970’s, Maureen Helen Ranaghan inherited the property.
The Quarter Section is split in two sections. The Eastern section is owned by the Kiwanis
Club of Red Deer and is used by the Girls Scouts. On the Western section, Maureen, a
catholic nun, decided that her land will forever be used for God’s glory and decided to
build a gathering place.
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Maureen hired a contractor to build a large 10,000+ square foot mansion, for which she
got a residential development permit in 2011. The house had never been used for
residential usage, and the construction – and inspections – were painful as, with multiple
stall bathrooms and a dormitory, the building inspector could see the house was not a
typical mansion.
Not wanting to revise the permit or to cope with a change of use, she decided to have all
the rough-in installed for future modifications and find solutions to the inspector’s
requests to have the house construction approved. Once completed, the house was used
mainly as a conference centre and church.
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Ground Floor Floorplan

Second Story Floorplan
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BACKGROUND AND SCOPE

Third Story Floorplan

Maureen passed away in the Fall of 2019. The executor of the estate had a major issue
with the property as the building cost came from a foundation that Maureen had started,
but the property was built on land that the foundation didn’t own and the land had always
been under her personal name. The simple solution was to sell everything to a single nonprofit organization.
The property was acquired by the PAR Foundation (PAR stands for People at Risk), an
organization which supplies equipment and real estate properties to different faith-based
organizations. To complete the transaction in time, the title was transferred to Genics Inc.
who paid for the property on behalf of the PAR Foundation. The title will subsequently
revert to the PAR Foundation once the process is completed for Adeara to occupy the
premises.
The house has been built in such a way that it will be easily adapted to the necessary
floorplan appropriate for the recovery program to function adequately. The location of
the house—away from the roads and within the woods—provides a needed peaceful
location for the women to disconnect from their world and focus on their recovery. The
views from the house are stunning as you feel wrapped by the lake on almost 180
degrees, with the Rocky Mountains in the background.
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Results of the Public Meeting
The public meeting process was done in accordance with Provincial and County
regulations and processes.
After the publication of advertisements within local newspapers, 12 phone calls were
received (and answered); 9 emails exchanged; 1 letter received; 36 persons completed the
survey; and a petition against the project was signed by 33 local property owners and
given in-hand at the public meeting.
On location at the February 3, 2022 meeting, we estimated the attendance at 120 people.
The meeting started a bit after 5:00PM and ended at 7:30PM, following a long Q&A period
in which everyone had an opportunity to voice their opinion. Finger foods were served
afterwards, and the gathering ended at 9:00PM.
The results of the public meeting are as follows:
•

•

•
•

Out of the 9 emails received:
o 2 were satisfied with the answers provided and were no longer against the
project,
o 2 were not completely against the project but still have reservations, which
we believe are answered through our actual proposal, and
o 5 were not willing to change their position after discussions and remained
against the project, primarily citing property devaluation and fear of safety
issues.
The letter received came from the Kiwanis Club. The letter voiced some concerns
and primarily sought to obtain further information on the operation of the centre
as well as correct some facts written in the original submission document that they
assumed were incorrect concerning the way they had acquired their property.
Out of the 36 persons who completed the survey, 26 were still against the project
and 10 in favour.
We don’t know how many of the 33 persons who signed the petition who could
have changed their position following the public meeting, we therefore have to
consider them still against the project.

Of the approximately 120 people involved in the consultation – including those who
commented by writing and those who showed-up at the Public Meeting - 31 showed
resistance to the project following the public consultation, 12 showed their support in
favour of it, 3 were still having concerns that needed to be addressed (including the
Kiwanis Club), and we don’t know if the 33 persons who signed the petition were still
against or changed their position following the public meeting. This account is leaving a
potential of approximately 41 people who haven’t taken any definitive position in favour
or against the project.
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RESULTS OF THE PUBLIC MEETING

Overview of the Respondents
The respondents were mainly property owners in the Summer Village of Birchcliff, located
on the other side of Range Road 1-4, with some from the Summer Village of Jarvis Bay and
Sylvan Lake.
Out of the immediate neighbors of the site, the adjacent neighbor (the Kiwanis Club) has
filed a letter stating their concerns, which we believe are answered within this document,
and a long exchange has been held with the promoter of the neighbouring development
(The Slopes), in which concerns were expressed and answers deemed acceptable. The
promoter couldn’t take a stance on the project as at the end of the day, his involvement in
the community is short-term and will end when his lots will be sold.
Owners of Camp Kannawin, located on the opposite side of the Township Road, haven’t
expressed any comments during the process.
The majority of meeting participants seemed to be middle-aged women and men, with
some younger people present, accompanying their parents. Everyone was given a chance
to express their opinion.

Major Concerns Identified by Respondents
The major concerns identified by respondents were based around four main themes:
1. Reduction in value for neighbouring properties.
2. Opening the door to a future expended “extensive” usage of the site by special
care clientele.
3. Increase in criminality by bringing “pushers” to wander around, wanting to pray on
these women.
4. Overall security linked to the presence of drug addicts who could commit crimes
looking after their “next fix”.
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Implementation of Attenuation Measures Taken by Developer
Concern
The presence of a
recovery centre will
reduce the property
value of the
neighbouring
property.

•

Attenuation
Based on Urban Planning basic principles, installations that
are located on large parcels of lands—mostly when
shielded by greenery—have no effect on neighbouring
properties.

•

The house in which the residents will be lodged is located
at more than 400 meters from any other structures (and
roads) in a wooded area: 400 meters is the distance used to
evaluate the walkability rating of a property to
neighbouring services in Urban Planning practice. Over that
distance, it is deemed “not at walking distance.” (This
measure is used for TOD (Transit Oriented Development)
for instance.) The property will not be marked or signed as
a recovery centre.

To allow for that
special use opens the
door to other more
extensive usages of
the property for
“problem clientele.”

•

To realize any expansions of the Centre, a complete and
extensive ASP (Area Structure Plan) would need to be
performed, which includes detailed plans, professional
studies related to these plans, and multiple public
meetings, consultations, and workshops. Therefore, this
special use is limitative to the existing footprint of what
exists on the property, which is already “maxed-out”
according to actual zoning district regulations.

The presence of a
recovery centre may
have a negative
impact on the crime
rate in the
neighbourhood

•

We can find within the comments of residents that the area
is considered as a “party town” and already full of drugs
and drug dealers. They are fearing an increase in the
presence of drug dealers in the area, therefore deeming the
area incompatible with a recovery centre. However, the
presence of a private recovery centre has very little
incidence on drug trafficking in an area as residents enter
the program to escape their destructive circles, not bring
these networks with them. Considering the location’s
remote access and 24/7 monitoring, there would be little
opportunity for contact with Adeara’s residents.

•

Adeara’s recovery centre is not an incarcerating facility—
residents attend of their own will to seek recovery, and
upon leaving, do not remain on the premises nor end up
wandering the community.
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The presence of a
recovery centre may
have a negative impact
on the crime rate in the
neighbourhood (Ctn’d)

Security of the
neighbourhood faced
with wandering
residents leaving the
centre.
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•

The 20 years of Adeara’s history at their Edmonton
location have found that the Centre is very efficient at
deterring crime because of the cameras watching its
permitter. Such data are backed by the Edmonton Police
Crime Files system which shows interventions for theft
and vandalism to neighboring properties often being
informed of such by Adeara’s security surveillance.
Adeara’s security system in Edmonton has shown to be an
asset to the safety of its community.

•

A person suffering of addiction would not wander around
offering drugs to teenagers (as depicted in one
intervention during the meeting) as they are more likely
to keep their drugs to themselves. Even more, the Adeara
Recovery Program is a dry program (tobacco or any
alcohol consumption is not allowed) and it would be hard
to go back on drugs while in the program – if not virtually
impossible – without being quickly detected, due to the
level of Adeara’s security, regular room checks and drug
testing, 24/7 staff supervision, and intensive
programming. Any residents that are found to have drugs
in their system or their possession are exited from the
program, including removal from the facility (without
leaving them to wander the community).

•

When attending the program, residents will not be
permitted to leave the property unattended. If a resident
decides to leave the program, it is the responsibility of the
staff to ensure she has a safe place to go.

•

The Centre will have 24/7 direct onsite surveillance. At all
times, there will be a staff awake and on-duty.

•

An extensive camera system will be installed, and the
property will have constant surveillance. In over 20 years
at the Edmonton Centre, the surveillance system has been
found most useful in protecting neighbour parking lots
and parks from car thieves and other petty crimes. In
Adeara’s experience, its increased safety measures have
been a benefit to the safety of the community and their
immediate neighbors.

Annex 1: Stakeholders that submitted written contributions
Emails received with stated positions (other emails were asking for more details which
has been answered by phone or the stakeholders did come to the meeting):
"Kate Latos"
Sent: Jan 16, 8:19 pm
To: "im@workonthat.com"
Hello,
I am one of the residents of Birchcliff and our community was busy this weekend learning
about the proposal. I am sure you are not surprised- we are not welcoming of this project.
Do we have to register to speak and submit documentation against this proposal?
Will this documentation only be provided to you or will to automatically go to the county
as well?
Thanks,
Kate
From: Hope Cummins
Sent: Tuesday, February 1, 2022 10:37 AM
To: Planning Department <planning@lacombecounty.com>
Subject:
Hello, oh my name is Hope and I live in Sylvan Lake. Please pass my email on to the proper
authority for rezoning application of the Adeara rehab facility. Sylvan Lake is a bad area
and these women don’t have a good chance of staying recovered. I am under 18 and I can
tell you I have already heard talk of drug dealers saying they will make Sylvan Lake a
working vacation with this opening. There was even an add of the petition up on an
Edmonton page being passed to a dealer from there. I don’t want anymore to do with this
it’s unsafe for me. Now you are aware.
Sylvan Lake area is a bad location.
From: Nick Resendes
Sent: Tuesday, February 1, 2022 12:57 PM
To: Planning Department <planning@lacombecounty.com>
Subject: Drug rehab centre in Sylvan Lake area.
Nooooo…..Should not permit. It’s a residential & recreational area.
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Sent from my iPhone
"Joanne"
Sent: Feb 2, 3:20 pm
To: "im@workonthat.com"
Hi Ben. Quick couple comments/questions, as I'm unable to attend the public meeting on
the 3rd.
• I'd like to request, or at least ask that you consider, no signage at the entrance to
any future facility ("Hilltop Centre", "rosey recovery" or whatever; it
commercializes what is to us a quiet country area in which we call home.
• within any long-range planning (2, 5, 10, whatever), does the organization have
plans to expand either the number of residents at the facility, or the services
provided (assuming approval from the county)?
• Are the residents permitted to leave the property?
• What are the plans in terms of gating/security/lighting? Are you going to change
the property much?
Joanne
ANSWER FROM BENOIT TRUDEAU:
On Feb 2, 2022, at 3:53 PM, Benoit Trudeau <im@workonthat.com> wrote:
Good afternoon Joanne,
Thanks for your inquiry.
You are asking the right questions, for which we have straight forward answers.
We recently decided to name the organization that will manage the house to be open
with the neighbours, but the location of their Edmonton Centre is kept secret and it will be
the same with the Sylvan Lake property. No signage, locked gate, extensive camera
surveillance system, that will be integrated within the soffits of the house and amongst
some trees along the driveway. Very discreet.
The program (you can look at it at www.adeara.ca) is a residential program, and the 90
days program that they are looking at running at the Sylvan Lake Property is a residential
program, reserved for women that already went to detox (we don’t do detox) and that are
willingly participating in it. The girls are interviewed prior to going the program and it is a
dry program, even smoking cigarette is not allowed. The girls are not allowed to leave the
property and when they will, it will be in groups to go to church or to doctors
appointment, etc.
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There will be 24/7 staffs on-site (awoke) in addition of a House-mom/Dad who will live
full-time in the caretaker apartment located in the walk-out basement of the house.
On the long-term, we don’t know exactly what will be done with the property, except that
we are not looking at subdividing for resale. We will keep the property private. Some ideas
is to build cottages for the girls to stay with their kids after graduating from the program.
In any case, the property is actually maxed-out in term of dwellings, with 2 houses and 1
suite. When - and if - we want to expand, we will have to rezone which will trigger a full
ASP (Area Structure Plan), which will have multiple steps before acceptance, including
Municipal Reserve, public trails, architectural guidelines, etc… very similar to what "The
Slopes" had to go thru to get their development approval. We’re looking - just to get that
ASP going - at two to three years (once we decide to go ahead) and hundreds of
thousands of dollars of studies and multiple public consultations. So nothing will happens or can happen - without going thru an extensive and expensive process.
Most likely, within the 5-10 years terms, we may renovate/change the old cabin that you
can see from the road and build 1 or 2 out-buildings for horses or something similar. But
nothing crazy and nothing out of the regulations for the Agricultural Zoning under which
the property is governed.
Hopefully these answers will enable you to have an educated opinion on the project.
Don’t hesitate to contact me for any further inquiry or concern, and thank you for your
email.
Yours very truly,
Benoit Trudeau, B. Sc. URB
Planning & Development
Work On That Inc.
10043 81 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB, T6E 1W7
P: 780.916.0347
E: im@workonthat.com
From: Wendy Sauvageau
Sent: Tuesday, February 1, 2022 1:10 PM
To: Planning Department <planning@lacombecounty.com>
Cc: Katherina Cummins <laserspahealth@gmail.com>
Subject: Rehabilitation Center
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A rehabilitation Clinic/Healing/recovery/convalescence Center whatever you are calling it,
should not be near a beach destination. The population can go up 5,000 in 1 day.
While this Organization boasts 675 women have gone through this programme; when you
space it over 22 years that not quite 31 women per year. The claim to have an 80%
successful rate. That is great. What about the 20% that don’t make it. Birch Cliff, Jarvis
Bay, are not for lower income people. Have you considered the damage and theft rates
increase?
Have any of you been on a clean up? It is shocking the amount of drug paraphernalia just
on just One, day that was collected. Including used needles under the sand. The bush and
treed areas where bad enough.
Number of Roach clips 15. Bongs 2. Pipes 6. Mini spoons 17. used needles 29.
As “beaches” fall under the Jurisdiction of Sustainable Resource Development. NO Town
or Village Beaches are owned by either. Because of this it is often left out of their
Budgets. Because the Sylvan Lake beach is now Patrolled by Police, Bylaw. This has
encouraged Addicts, and ‘occasional users’ to relocate to Campgrounds surrounding the
Lake.
The women that are in “treatment or recovery” will be exposed to easy access of drugs
and or liquor. 2 or 3 walking paths or trails go through campgrounds. Liquor left on table
while campers go for walks. walk down to the Beach.
A study was done using Seattle as the study zone. Property values went down 3.4 to 4.6
% when a rehab Center was built in their communities.
This is NOT conducive to Addicts of any kind.
They report I got ahold of said from Work on That stated (direct quote) Treatment Center
means a Center for the treatment of persons with addictions, such as But Not Limited to
drugs or alcohol, which may include the provision of services including ***psychotherapy ,
detoxification and the Dispening of medications “.
With children across the road and Girl Guide Camp across the road and directly adjacent
NW to children and elderly folks. The Clients may have family or boyfriends still using.
With on 2 people living with the clients, they couldn’t possibly screen anyone for drugs.
Now that Marijuana now legal will it be considered a ‘drug’.
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This environment and potential for Community and Property harm!!!! Not a good place
for a rehab Center. Needed certainly BUT no here and especially with future plans to
include 80 cabins walking. As they want A Sustainable Community.
Sent from my iPhone
"Kate Latos"
Sent: Feb 16, 9:42 pm
To: "im@workonthat.com"
Hello,
I was wondering if your organization had put any more thought into the issue of the
location being compromised now that it has been published with a map of the location in
three papers, all over Facebook, Instagram and your own paperwork packages. I think that
this makes a material difference between the programs in the city whose location is not
know by everyone in town. You can’t erase the internet, ask a celebrity.
Additionally, the location directly next two two children camps, paint ball and a provincial
camp ground is of concern. Are there other programs located that close to elementary
and junior highs? Again, concerns for the people who might come look for their spouses
since the location is breached or the families visiting. How is the program going to make
sure all these children are going to be safe? How are you going to ensure these programs
participants parents feel comfortable sending their child? I would not. Your own
recovered women said they tried sneaking stuff in and got caught. They still brought it in.
There are lots of places to hide on 80 acres, they said they tried to leave. They said where
would you go? it is only a couple minute walk to town. There is a camp empty, houses
empty, lots of places to go. My kids under 6 walk with me to town all the time through the
camp ground. They said cabs don’t come here, they sure do. There are phone across the
street at the campground.
I have done lots of reading on community photons and aspects of the community that
makes it successful. A highly visable community (which we are not), a supportive
community (the closest land owners are overly whelming not) and Strong law
enforcement presence. We just canceled our patrol unit. How is your program going to
over come these challenges? Is your program able to pay for increased security our
community will need? This is not a rural location nor is it a city location. This is a
neighbourhood. It is not a property 10 km from the nearest land owners. I think you need
to adjust your communication to reflect that. It made your argument struggle as we all
kept getting mad that your don’t understand our dynamics.
Thanks for reading and considering my comments,
Kate
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ANNEX 1: STAKEHOLDERS THAT SUBMITTED WRITTEN CONTRIBUTIONS
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Annex 3: Petition from Residents of Neighboring Community
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ANNEX 3: PETITION SUPPORTING THE PROJECT
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ANNEX 3: PETITION SUPPORTING THE PROJECT
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10043 81 Avenue NW, Edmonton, Alberta, T6E 1W7
P : 780.916.0347
E : im@workonthat.com

